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Introduction
This essay examines the ways in which author Jesmyn Ward guides her reader in
reimagining a small Mississippi town in her novel Where the Line Bleeds (2008) by uncovering
the antagonisms and ambivalences found in the “Dirty South.” Ward leads the reader in
exploring the terrain as it appears through the eyes of her fraternal twin protagonists. Her
characters’ reflections on the physical terrain of Bois Sauvage focus not only on the landscape
itself but also on the characters’ interior worlds, spaces in which the twins construct strategies for
reading the world and creating safe spaces where they can be free from the weight of history,
oppression, and conflict.
I rely first on several interviews to understand the author’s stake in this work as well as
information offered in her memoir Men We Reaped (2013). As there is little existing scholarship
on Ward’s first novel to date, I also rely on scholarship surrounding Black geography and Black
studies to formulate my argument that Ward uses her talents to respatialize the South and offers
her readers a way to rethink how space is created.
The essay is presented in four parts:
In “The Southern Landscape and the ‘Ungeographic,’” I discuss the rich history of Bois
Sauvage and the South and the familial and ancestral ties that both the author and her characters
have to the geographic location. In doing so, I draw on the scholarship of Katherine McKittrick,
Kathryn Yusoff, and Farah Jasmine Griffin and introduce the Dirty South, a geographical
imaginary and a Southern hip-hop style.
I examine the author’s personal attachment to the Dirty South, which benefits her
exploration of hidden narratives and mapping of the “ungeographic” (McKittrick x) as well as
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the “black absented presence” (33). Finally, I demonstrate how Ward updates the image of the
Black Family by revisiting stereotypes and the work of Hortense Spillers.
In “Waterways and Interior Worlds,” I explore the importance of water, specifically
rivers, to Black history and literature, framed by the poetry of Langston Hughes, the ecocriticism
of Anissa Janine Wardi, and selections from the novel. I then discuss the physical versus the
interior or psychic worlds of Black geography.
In “Storytelling and The Ancestor,” I use the work of Toni Morrison and Farrah Jasmine
Griffin to establish the importance of storytelling to the imaginary, turning back to McKittrick
for a lesson in the metaphorical vs. the material. Here, I point to communications with the figure
of the ancestor—the elder-ancestor connection—as another unmarked or unrecognized terrain of
the interior world.
In “Horizontal Placemaking,” I establish the interdependence of the characters, focusing
on the specific ideas of “tight space” (Beavers 6) and “horizontal placemaking” (7) to accentuate
Ward’s purpose to re-spatialize Bois Sauvage.
While people of the South, such as Ward, recognize that there is more than one face of
the South, “historical narratives overlook the development of multiple Souths” (2). Ward uses
her first-hand knowledge of the Dirty South to take her reader into those spaces she wants us to
examine along with her. The narrative itself affords Ward a space in which to create and to
explore alternative geographies.
Where the Line Bleeds recognizes the wounded and their attempts to address their scars,
often casting these scars and the path to healing in physical and spatial terms of the landscape. In
her work, Ward corrects the notion of the Black community, and more specifically, the Black
family as pathological and broken in the wake of slavery, but rather points to alternative
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configurations of familial relations. This project investigates how Ward juxtaposes elements of
the old South with the Dirty South and suggests methods of survival and healing from poverty,
trauma, familial stresses, and lack of opportunities for her protagonists. Ward’s efforts to respatialize Bois Sauvage is similar to Christina Sharpe’s “wake work” (13), detailed in In the
Wake, insofar as Ward remains embedded in the “unfinished project of emancipation” (5).
Ward introduces her reader to the ungeographic. While traditional geography speaks to
physical spaces, places, and locations as well as to imaginative configurations, that which is
ungeographic refers to the erasure and/or displacement of the social lives of Black subjects from
within the traditional landscape, of which they are inherently a part. Ward brings the
ungeographic into focus through her use of the interior or psychic worlds of her characters, as
these geographical spaces are the places where her characters are most comfortable. These are
the spaces where they feel safe as they work through their emotions, which allows them to
develop and grow. Three interiors in particular are explored: those of the twins and their
grandmother, Ma’mee. The twins communicate in a language and style of their own. Ma’mee,
partially blinded by illness, benefits from a heightened awareness of her grandsons, an ability to
see and feel the past, and work through her memories and perceptions. The reader witnesses the
slow awakening of the characters unfolding in carefully crafted interior monologues which
introduce the reader to an interior world as rich as the physical landscape. Using the interior
geography of the characters, I argue that Ward is able to respatialize the old South and create a
place where the old South and the Dirty South collide by mapping the “ungeographic” to reveal
hidden spaces.
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The Southern Landscape and The “Ungeographic”
Set in Bois Sauvage, Mississippi, a fictionalized version of Jesmyn Ward’s hometown of
DeLisle, Where the Line Bleeds is a coming-of-age story following Joshua and Christophe. The
stories of the twins, their parents, Sandman and Cille, and their grandmother, Ma’mee, add to the
complexity of the ties that these three generations have to the land. The antagonisms and
ambivalence of the Dirty South reveal themselves first in the twins and then in the places they
inhabit, an interrelation expressed in Ward’s positioning of the book as of the Dirty South
through the epigraph and the layered relations between people and the land. The concept of the
Dirty South is “complex, contradictory, and multidimensional” (Miller). As scholar Matt Miller
explains, “The understanding of the ‘Dirty South’ and southern rap music generally finds
articulation in the already familiar stereotypes of The South as variously backwards, abject, slow,
corrupt, communal, down-to-earth, rural, or oversexed” (“The Dirty Decade”).
Twins are often found in origin stories as they easily allow for a discussion of the
oppositions one may find in society, especially that of good and evil. Twins “figure in ancient
foundation myths and cosmogonies, frequently articulating an originary antagonism or
ambivalence, a dialectic of eros and strife, light and darkness" (Gross 22). The novel opens just
at the moment the twins arrive at a door to a new world, that of adulthood. The topic of twins
and doubles “appears made to order for a psychological reading” including the “exteriorization
of inner conflict” (de Nooy 2). The psychological struggles of the twins reveal an interior world
in which Ward’s twins work together to find solutions. It is important to note that Ward does not
preference one twin’s experience over the other. She presents the multi-faceted experiences of
Joshua and Christophe as a package. One must accept all parts of their collective story to
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understand what Ward reveals about the Dirty South. The twins’ stories, in fact their family’s
stories, must be considered together.
At the start of Where the Line Bleeds, Ward uses a quote from the Judeo-Christian origin
story of Genesis. Genesis 25 tells the story of Isaac and Rebekah. Rebekah is barren. When her
husband Isaac prays for children, God grants his prayer and Rebekah conceives. While pregnant,
Rebekah feels a struggle within her. Confused, she asks God why. God explains that “two
manner of people shall be separated from thy bowels” (epigraph). Genesis is a creation story
revealing the birth of mankind. What Rebekah’s story teaches us is that different beings,
different personalities, and different sensibilities can be born from the same womb.
The second epigraph of the novel turns to Pastor Troy’s rap “Vice Versa” and offers a
sample of the music of the Dirty South. In the lines, the speaker cautions the reader/listener to
question what they see because we live in a world of twisted representation. It reveals the
tension of someone who implores the devil to “protect me” because “the Lord is trying to kill
me” and fears that God, who “so loved the world” has blessed the “thug” with “rock” (epigraph).
This is a God who inflicts fear and creates burden. Ward wants us to imagine living in a world
where things are upside down, where the devil is God and vice versa. Ward is showing her
reader how to frame the brothers’ experiences through the story Pastor Troy tells.
Before the reader even turns to the first page of the novel, they encounter and must
contemplate the conflicts of the epigraphs—a reference to “two manner of people” from Genesis
and a world where things are not as they might seem drawn by Pastor Troy. Even the title of the
novel itself suggests two sides. Where the line bleeds is where we find the interdependence of
the twins that is critical to both their growth and their survival. They are each other’s support.
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Their entanglement is mirrored in the way the past and present co-mingle and the way the
physical and internal worlds of the novel coincide.
The epigraphs also speak to the possible fate of the brothers. They suggest that one can
work against a perceived fate as the ability to change our perception alters our reading of fate.
The importance of perception is clear in the scene in which Joshua and friend observe seagulls.
The friend sees the seagulls as flying rats, but Joshua recognizes what lies beneath their
aggressive, group movement: “They were just scrabbling and hungry, like everything else” (93).
Joshua’s inner thoughts reveal a perspective that penetrates the surface and considers underlying
or unforeseen factors. They consider the feelings and emotions behind an action. Joshua
models for the reader one way of seeing the world. This is what Ward asks her reader to
recognize as well.
Ward says, “My idea of the Dirty South is that there’s a certain rawness to the art that
comes out of it. A certain honesty. A willingness to bring secrets and despair and hope and all
those other messy human emotions to life” (Taylor 267). The novel explores all of those
“messy” human emotions including fear, anger, and love, paying particular attention to the way
in which the twins of the novel navigate these feelings. The Dirty South is not a replacement of
the old South; it is a new way of looking at the same geographical space.
At first glance, the twins’ family appears to be the Black family of the absent father and
the disconnected mother, the Black family once cast as dysfunctional, but one quickly finds that
Ward’s family is not trapped in the “tangle of pathology” due to a “perceived ‘matriarchal’
pattern” (Spillers 66). Commonly called “The Moynihan Report,” “The Negro Family: The
Case For National Action” from 1965 misunderstood the lived experiences of Black Americans
and gave voice to a national effort to establish what Patrick Moynihan considered to be a stable
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Black family structure. In the report, he writes “In a word, most Negro youth are in danger of
being caught up in the tangle of pathology that affects their world, and probably a majority are
so entrapped” (32). He goes on to recognize how consistent upheaval coupled with
discrimination and injustice has battered the Black family and concludes that “At the heart of
the deterioration of the fabric of Negro society is the deterioration of the Negro family” (9).
This view of the Black family preferences a predetermined, heteronormative structure rather
than the variety of legitimate, existing family structures. Importantly, Hortense Spillers
identified the “The Moynihan Report” as belonging “to a class of symbolic paradigms that 1)
inscribe ‘ethnicity’ as a scene of negation and 2) confirm the human body as a metonymic
figure for an entire repertoire of human and social arrangements” (66). Spillers recognizes
Moynihan’s active suppression of the Black family as a viable, functional, social structure and
his failure to look beyond stereotypes to the rich, varied nature of the Black family unit.
Ward’s fiction breaks this pattern of thought by showing her readers a way to reframe what
they see.
The private thoughts of Ward’s men and women create a map of interior worlds as
intricate as the map of the South along the Mississippi—winding waterways, deep pools, rugged
terrain, and imaginary lines cordoning the safe areas from the dangerous spaces.
As Katherine McKittrick tells us, reconstructing “past interior lives of black people in the
diaspora is an important geographic act” (34). The importance of this act is bringing “to life new
ethnicities and different senses of place; by humanizing black subjects who are otherwise bound
to the historio-racial schema” and allows “past and present black geographies to be believable”
(34). Ward is doing this work. By recognizing the individual lives of her characters, the reader
understands the family structure presented in Where the Line Bleeds in a way that could not have
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been recognized by Moynihan and the like. The functional Black family is as varied today as
Southern culture.
In her book Demonic Grounds, McKittrick links the transatlantic slave trade, waterways,
and the passing down of culture. Historically, Black subjects, through storytelling, have made
meaning of their own lives, their own displacement, in order to become visible. The
“illumination of the seeable and unseeable” (xxx) is an important aspect of McKittrick’s
argument and an important element of my own about Ward’s novel. Ward looks to those stories
that have been overshadowed by familiar tropes and representations of the old South.
McKittrick writes that the connection between geography and blackness
is crucial to identifying some of the conditions under which race/racism
are necessary to the production of space. The interplay between black
experiences in the diaspora, past and present, and spatial organization, are
tightly bound in two interconnected ways: black historical and
contemporary subjects have not only contributed to the strenuous physical
production of space and place in the diaspora (though slave labor,
indentured labor, and racially and sexually differentiated labor
economies), they also have an investment in the meanings and makings of
place due to racial displacement, forced exile, homelessness, rented and
owned dwellings, poverty, integration, segregation, political sites,
professionalization, community gatherings and locales, nationalism(s),
activism, and globalization. (12)
Black subjects have and continue to participate in placemaking, creating places out of necessity,
often in response to societal challenges based on race/racism. They hope to benefit from those
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contributions as their efforts are often overlooked by the dominant culture. In 1915, for example,
the majority of the Black American population lived in the South with an overwhelming number
of those individuals working as sharecroppers, who lived, as David Bradley wrote, “with a legal
and social status little different from that enjoyed by their slave grandfathers” (Wright vii). These
were the descendants of slavery, the recipients of emancipation, former and current
sharecroppers, the terrorized, and the hopeful. They made the best of their situation, sometimes
working on the same land on which their families had been enslaved. During the Great
Migration, many African Americans chased the dream of greater opportunities from rural locales
in the South to urban centers in the North and the West, even though they had worked to build
the South. Others remained in the South. Those who remained continued to live under the threat
of lynching, unequal access to education, and unfair judicial practices. Those who remained, or
returned, created their own spaces within a place suspended in time. This is the South that Ward
conjures with references to “Confederate emblems” (126) dotting the landscape. However, the
South she explores is a newer South which Ward calls the Dirty South.
In the novel, Joshua and Christophe, who are fraternal twins, are described as opposites
both physically and mentally. In the opening scene, they mark a moment of transition, their
coming-of-age, with a dive into the water. This scene at the start of the novel places the twins at
the river on the morning of their graduation from high school, engaging in a familiar ritual. As
they contemplate their jump, the reader learns of the twins’ differences:
The sun had only risen a few hours ago, but it was hot even for late May.
Christophe, the thinner of the two, let his arms loosen and leaned out,
testing the height. His muscles showed ropy and long over his shoulders
and down his back. Christophe wondered how cold the water would be.
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Joshua, taller, and softer on account of the thin layer of fat across his
stomach and chest and bigger in the arms, rested his rear lightly on the
steel of the railing, shying from its heat. Christophe looked at his brother
and thought the air around him seemed to waver. Joshua kicked, spewing
sand and gravel from the edge. He laughed. Christophe felt his hands slip
and grabbed at the rail. He looked over at his brother and smiled, the side
of his mouth curving into a fishhook. Christophe knew he was sweating
more than normal in the heat, and it was making his hands slippery. He
and his twin were still drunk from the night before. They were graduating
from high school in three hours. (1-2)
The description of the heat of the sun speaks to the literal temperature and the metaphorical heat
of responsibility which the twins now face. The boys are described as physical opposites.
Christophe is thin and muscular while Joshua is taller and heavier. Additionally, one notices that
the brothers are already thinking along different lines—one focuses his thoughts on the cold and
the other on the heat. There is a nervousness behind Christophe’s movements and reactions
while Joshua’s body language demonstrates greater confidence. While Ward presents
Christophe and Joshua as seemingly opposites in this passage, later in the novel she describes
Joshua as an “inverse shadow” (27) of Christophe and tells us that the brothers “traded skin like
any other set of twins” (69). Their ability to see the world through the eyes of the other is one
that Ward trusts her reader will have as well as she leads us through the terrain of the South.
This scene marks the start of the twins’ journey to manhood and an introduction to another
aspect of Ward’s origin story—the reading of interior worlds.
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The reader is introduced to Joshua’s attachment to the land early on in the novel. Joshua
sees Bois Sauvage as special particularly because he identifies with the land in ways that an
outsider would not be able to do. This insider status is an important element in Ward’s work to
reintroduce the South to her reader:
He knew that there shouldn’t be anything special about Bois Sauvage, but
there was: he knew every copse of trees, every stray dog, every bend of
every half-paved road, every uneven plane of each warped, dilapidated
house, every hidden swimming hole. While the other towns of the coast
shared boundaries and melted into each other by some landmark, like a
Circle K or a Catholic church, Bois Sauvage dug in small on the back of
the bay, isolated. Natural boundaries surrounded it on three sides. To the
south, east and west, a bayou bordered it, the same bayou that the Wolf
River emptied into before it pooled in the Bay of Angels and then out to
the Gulf of Mexico. There were only two roads that crossed the bayou
and led out of Bois Sauvage to St. Catherine, the next town over. To the
north, the interstate capped the small town like a ruler, beyond which a
thick bristle of pine forest stretched off and away into the horizon. It was
beautiful. (Ward 5-6)
Joshua sees Bois Sauvage as special particularly because he identifies with the land in ways that
an outsider would not be able to do. These borders both trap and protect the people. Isolated
and largely untouched, Bois Sauvage boasts three natural borders. To the south, east, and west,
the bayou forms a naturally flowing or moving border. Multiple bodies of water flowing to the
Gulf carry stories and histories from the swimming holes of various communities along the
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Mississippi. The town is small and will offer few opportunities for the young men at the center
of the story. Most importantly, in this passage, Ward shows us the beauty of this place and the
hold that it has on Joshua. Bois Sauvage is where Joshua feels a sense of belonging.
Christophe is also influenced by the land, as he marvels at the sights and sounds of Bois
Sauvage; however, Ward also uses the landscape to highlight Christophe’s fears. This is one of
many passages in which the reader understands the interior world of the characters. The physical
and interior worlds of the twins in particular help the reader to see the antagonisms of the
landscape. Christophe experiences something dark as the brothers endure the heat of the day and
nervously search for jobs:
The air was already difficult to breathe. The sun had boiled it dense so that it
smelled strongly of salt and tar, and had burned the water of the gulf a dirty
brownish blue. Unlocking the door and looking over the car and past his brother,
Christophe studied the beach. He could see the barrier islands floating on the
horizon of the water, appearing like bristling shadows of elongated reeds as they
siphoned the current and blocked the clean blue-green wash of the Gulf of
Mexico, blocked the water that swept up from the Caribbean, and impacted the
beach that he saw with silt, with mud, with runty, dirty waves. He was calm; he
was ready. As Joshua slumped and played with the stereo, Christophe turned the
ignition. He hated those islands. (34)
Christophe’s reflections demonstrate an awareness of the world around him and of the impact of
the geography. He focuses on a space marked by the damaging effects of the interactions
between the natural elements. The vocabulary of the passage offers an ominous tone: difficult to
breathe, boiled, burned, bristling siphoned, blocked, impacted. But while the natural world
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seems dark, Christophe is calm. He seems at peace inside of himself. In the face of permanent
blockages or confinement, he is able to keep his focus on his plan. Elements of Bois Sauvage
which reflect the history of the old South persist as obstacles throughout the text. Christophe
demonstrates that those obstacles will not keep him from appreciating what the land gives.
Ward uses the rich history of Bois Sauvage as her foundation and makes plain how place
factors into the intertwined narratives of the novel. She begins with the name of the town which,
as do many of the names in Where the Line Bleeds, offers insights into the people and places of
Ward’s fictional world. The name Bois Sauvage translates from the French as “wild
wood.” The word “wild” means something or someone untamed or, in essence, free. This is the
place where the twins’ grandparents settled after searching for a place with like-minded folks,
away from their jobs in the homes of the rich people who owned vacation homes along the water.
This is also where the brothers feel free to be themselves.
The historical reminders of oppression appear on the landscape in the form of
“confederate emblems” placed “like prayer flags” (126) and homemade billboards recalling Klan
leader and former governor of Louisiana David Duke. When the twins’ mother Cille comes for a
visit, we learn that she prefers to avoid certain roads which lead through Klan country while
Christophe, on his own, willingly drives through the area. As we seen in the scene above,
Christophe remains calm in the face of tension. Placing the events of the novel on land peppered
with lingering prejudice, and perhaps once inhabited by slaves, Ward emphasizes not only the
modern-day restraints on these characters but also their methods of freeing themselves from
those restraints.
For example, the twins’ ancestors migrated from New Orleans to Mississippi and
“developed their own small, self-contained communities” (6). They bargained—in English and
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French—for this land but remained dependent on wealthy, white families for jobs working close
this earth—yard work, fishing, shrimping, and harvesting oysters. As Ward writes, “The
communities of Bois Sauvage, both black and white, embedded themselves in the red clay and
remained” (7). The twins are part of the foundation of Bois Sauvage. Their Creole heritage,
evident in the names of both their mother Cille and their grandmother and guardian Ma-mee,
reflects the insider status of this family, their deep roots in the land. When the twins’ greatgrandparents settled on this land, they did so in an attempt to find a safe space for their family
with access to economic opportunities. Ma’mee worked as a housekeeper. Generations later,
Joshua and Christophe search for work in the same community, and do not desire after they
graduate from high school to leave the town where they experience the emotional safety after
they graduate from high school. The reader sees Bois Sauvage through their eyes and notes the
details that make this land “special” to them. Using the vocabulary of the distressed and
incomplete, one envisions a place not fully recognized, realized, or validated. They see “stray”
dogs, “half-paved” roads, “uneven” planes, “warped, dilapidated” houses and “hidden swimming
hole[s]” (5). While the language describing Bois Sauvage suggests something broken, this
environment is where Joshua and Christophe feel most connected and where their family was
first cradled by the land.
Ward looks to the people of the Southern landscape as a source of inspiration. Years
after she began writing, the author realized that the obscured stories of the people of her
hometown of DeLisle would be of interest to her audience expressly because “our lives are just
as human and complicated and fascinating as anyone else’s” (Taylor 267). In the face of what
she calls “a dearth of stories about people like me” she began to write about these people, the
same people again and again. She asks important questions: How does history “bear in the
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present? How does the past bear fruit?” (267). Exploring those questions with different sets of
characters has become her method. In her 2008 memoir Men We Reaped, one finds the
nonfiction stories on which the novel Where the Line Bleeds is based. The history on which
Ward draws on a cultural history as well as a personal one. Uncovering these obscured stories,
Ward writes into existence the missing narratives of a hidden people in what Katherine
McKittrick calls “ungeographical”(x) spaces.
For McKittrick, the “ungeographic” refers to the people, the lives, and the stories not
visible when scanning the landscape with an eye only towards to the images of the old South.
McKittrick writes that “the relationship between black populations and geography…allows us to
engage with a narrative that locates and draws on black histories and black subjects in order to
make visible social lives which are often displaced, rendered ungeographic” (x). The label “The
South” brings with it stereotypes born in Antebellum days, when Black men, women, and
children were not counted among the people of plantations but rather the items for use and sale.
McKittrick explores the interaction between “geographies of domination” (x) and geographies of
the enslaved. In doing so, she emphasizes the “formation of oppositional geography”(xi), such
as the slave ship, which becomes at once the location of black subjectivity as well as resistance.
One might argue that everyday spaces such as the waterways, basketball court, country roads,
and family livingrooms become oppositional geography of the Dirty South in the novel.
The Dirty South is a geographical imaginary, one which encapsulates the southern states
of Georgia, Louisiana, Tennessee, Florida, Texas, Virginia, as well as Mississippi. It is a
Southern hip-hop style, a spatio-musical concept as well as a geographical imaginary and
according to scholar Matt Miller was “forged in conversation with older or alternate modes of
imagining the South” (“Dirty Decade”). Like the old South, the Dirty South is subject to anti-
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blackness and the “dehumanization of the poor for its growth and support” (Stallings 1).
However, it also “celebrates, examines, and highlights the various modes that resistance has
taken and the possible future directions it may take” (2). The resistance modelled by the brothers
includes an emotional intelligence which the brothers develop through their ability to
communicate and function in a psychic world of their own. Ward’s novel uncovers one of the
many stories hidden of the South, with the twins representing what McKittrick refers to as a
“black absented presence” (33), those who are forgotten but who have contributed the production
of space.
Opening a landscape to examination is central to Kathryn Yusoff’s A Billion Black
Anthropocenes or None, in which she considers geology as the “hinge that joins indigenous
genocide, slavery, and settler colonialism through an indifferent structure of extraction” (xii) and
reveals a long history of entanglement between the need for resources and the action of conquest.
In taking her discussion down to the literal dust of the earth, Yusoff discusses how during
colonization, the impact of extraction on people is ignored. She writes, “The proximity of black
and brown bodies to harm in this intimacy with the inhuman is what I am calling the Black
Anthropocene” (xii). In her text, geology “can finally be recognized as a regime for producing
subjects and regulating subjective lives” (13). What Yusoff’s study offers is a reading of living
beings affecting and affected by the earth rather than human beings as just working bodies.
Looking at what L.H. Stalling’s identifies as the “fecundity of ‘dirt’” (Stallings 4) alongside
Yusoff’s work on “political geology” (12) helps us to see Ward’s Bois Sauvage as a space of
geological accumulation and rebirth.
The dirt which produces new life is found in abundance in the Ward’s text. She writes of
the communities of Bois Sauvage embedding themselves in the red clay, the dust of the red
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chalky clay of the Mississippi Delta clinging to their bodies, and the red clay birthing the Wolf
River. These are a few examples of the details of Ward’s origin story, reading the South
through the lens of history and the physical landscape. The author reveals a hidden world in the
shadow of an existing one.
In Ward’s Dirty South, Black subjects have engaged and continue to engage in
placemaking out of necessity, often in response to societal challenges. Herman Beavers, writes:
“While places have a material reality, their meanings evolve over time and not in wholly
predictable or controllable ways. Places are constantly reinterpreted and reconstituted, and entail
ongoing power struggles and negotiations”(4). Ward centers her stories around the people of a
newer South whose concerns and struggles are not focused on journeying elsewhere but rather
anchoring themselves the land on which they were born. While the South is historically
identified as an “immediate, identifiable, and oppressive power” (Griffin 4), and for some of the
characters the reason for their disconnection, for other characters, the small town of Bois
Sauvage is a safe space, what Griffin calls “spaces of retreat, healing, and resistance” (9).
This is how Ma’mee and Lucien’s parents viewed Bois Sauvage when they settled on the
land years earlier. Migrating from New Orleans, the twins’ great grandparents worked to
domesticate the land described as “low-lying, sandy earth that reeked of rotten eggs in a dry
summer and washed away easily in a wet one” (6). Because land was cheaper along the Gulf
Coast, Black Creoles and poor whites bought land there. Although they depended on wealthy
whites for work, in Bois Sauvage they “had space and earth” (6). Over generations, Blacks and
whites attended school together in St. Catherine, walked the same beaches and parks without
incident, and, together, became part of the same fabric of the land, but the feeling of discomfort
did not dissipate. For Cille and Sandman, Bois Sauvage does not offer retreat, healing or
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resistance because these characters have not yet become in tune with their interior world, a place
where they could make peace with the conflicts of the land as Christophe does when he stares
out at the Gulf islands.
Cille’s move from Bois Sauvage, Mississippi to Atlanta, Georgia represents a minor
migration from the rural South to a cosmopolitan area. While Cille’s journey does not take her
to a Northern state, mirroring the classic migration, Cille’s move north from the Gulf Coast to
Georgia illustrates her desire for something more outside of the boundaries of her home, an
option that her sons resist. Griffin writes, “[T]he migration narrative shares with the slave
narrative notions of ascent from the South into a ‘freer’ North” and “is marked by an exploration
of urbanism, an explication of sophisticated modern power, and, in some instances, a return
South” (3-4).
While Atlanta is an urban space, it is also part of the South. The Southern world of the
novel, set in the 21st-century, in the shadow of the rise of globalization, may be closer to a NorthSouth discussion than one would initially think. The South mirrors urban spaces of the North in
the challenges that their inhabitants face. Still, Cille chooses to move her physical location to
work towards her goals. She does not have the connection to her own psychic world that her
sons and her mother inherently possess. Her move to Atlanta only serves to further sever her ties
to her history and the ancestors.
During slavery and again during the Great Migration, the North offered freedom and
opportunity to those who took a chance, but for them, little of the South remained. Churches,
which served as social and community centers, showed up in the North as storefront refuges for
those people. Black women in particular found “emotional security” (Wright 131) in the Black
church. Notably in Where the Line Bleeds, Cille becomes “increasingly religious” (175) in
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Atlanta, attending Baptist church services after her northern migration. She is searching for an
emotional or a spiritual connection. However, the connection that Cille may have once had to
the land of Bois Sauvage is broken, along with her relationships with family. Cille has become
an outsider in her own home.
Similarly, familial and land ties have been broken for Sandman. After Cille leaves Bois
Sauvage, Sandman drifts away from his sons and becomes addicted to drugs. When he returns to
the town after rehab, he quickly falls back into the pattern of using. In keeping with the dual
nature of the natural borders, their simultaneous protecting and trapping, the bayou serves as the
location of the only memory, a negative memory, of Joshua with his father that he shares in
reflection. Joshua hopes that his recollection of their fishing trip will remind Christophe of how
“big, absent, and mean” (107) Sandman could be. Sandman, whose name reflects the natural
motif of Ward’s text as well as the mythological figure who lulls people to sleep and invites
them to dream, may be an ironic figure. Sandman’s life seems more a nightmare than a pleasant
dream. The name Sandman also marries the man to the physical land. The reader senses
Sandman’s appearances and disappearances throughout the text. He embodies the absented
presence.
At first, it seems as if the twins might be subject to Sandman’s fate, but they are able to
use the land to their advantage. In the end, Joshua and Christophe appear to escape Sandman’s
fate by transforming passive spaces—the water, the car, and the basketball court—into safe
spaces. Near the close of the novel, Sandman and his sons end up in a violent altercation which
begins after Sandman fights with Javon, the man selling drugs to him and supplying drugs to
Christophe for sale. The twins defend their father at first, until Sandman stabs Christophe and
Joshua chooses to protect his brother.
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At the hospital after the fight, both Ma’mee and Cille go to Christophe’s bedside: “Cille
reached over to him and cupped his leg, but it was Ma-mee he leaned into, Ma-mee’s neck he
buried his face into; her skin was wet. She kneaded the back of his head and shushed him”
(238). It is Ma’mee to whom Joshua explains, “I tried to save him” (229). And when Cille
decides to leave Bois Sauvage to return home, Christophe’s detachment can be heard in his
simple reply, “You need help, Cille?”(231) Sandman and Cille’s physical presence only
emphasize their absence from the twins’ lives. Covering up the story of the fights and the
stabbing after Javon warns them to forget the events at his house, the twins address Sandman’s
subsequent disappearance by saying, “Wasn’t nothing here for him anyway” (234). After the
violent altercation, Joshua and Christophe close ranks on both of their parents. Ward’s coming
of age story ends with the twins becoming men in their own right, in their own way. The
brothers do not move on as their parents have but rather work to live on their own terms in Bois
Sauvage.

Waterways and Interior Worlds
Waterways sit at the heart of creation stories just as the twins do. Life itself springs from
water and water sustains life. The geography in the opening of the text is a waterway. Ward
takes her reader on a journey down an offshoot of the Mississippi River. This aerial shot zooms
in on the scene of the twins mentally preparing for their next steps in life. Water is an essential
element of life and of Black cultural history. In the first paragraph of the novel, Ward brings us
to the birth of the river and presents the waterway as a living entity. The brothers will use the
water as a womb throughout the novel, nurturing them through their growth. Ward writes:
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The river was young and small. At its start it seeped from the red clay
earth in the piney woods of southern Mississippi, and then wound its way,
brown and slow, over a bed of tiny gray and ochre pebbles through the
pines, shallow as a hand, deep as three men standing, to the sandy, green
lowlands of the gulf of Mexico. It slithered along, wide and narrow,
crossed by small wood and concrete bridges, lines by thin slivers of white
beach, in and out of the trees, before it divided itself into the bayou and
emptied itself into the bay. Near the river’s end, at one such bridge, two
teenage boys, twins, stood at the apex. Legs over the side, they gripped
the warm, sweaty steel at their backs. Underneath them, the water of the
Wolf River lay dark and deep, feathered by the current. They were
preparing to jump. (1)
From the first sentence, Ward alludes to the twins. They are young and small, not yet grown.
Here, the river water is shallow and seems to ooze from the red clay earth. The brown water
moves slowly over stones, through trees, to the sandy beach. Along with the natural terrain,
there is a blending of natural colors—red, brown, grey and green—as well as natural materials
with manmade elements—wood and concrete bridges and steel rails. The Wolf River seeps,
winds, expands, and shrinks accordingly with the land. Slithering like a snake, the river flows
smoothly, undeterred by the multiple forms of the terrain. Further along, the river darkens and
deepens reaching its apex, where the twins prepare themselves, both literally and figuratively, to
jump. They are preparing to leap into a new chapter in their lives, and Ward situates their
leaping over the divergence of the river. The scene marks a beginning (and an end), which is
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important for the reader to realize as significant changes are about to occur in the lives of the
twins.
Ward taps into the strong elemental symbol of water which African American authors
have often used as a symbol of cultural history. As she maps the splitting of the Wolf River with
the experiences of the twins, she also taps into the literary trope of the river, reminiscent of
Langston Hughes’s “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” (1921):
I’ve known rivers:
I’ve known rivers ancient as the world and older than the
flow of human blood in human veins.
My soul has grown deep like the rivers.
I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young.
I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.
I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it.
I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln
went down to New Orleans, and I’ve seen its muddy
bosom turn all golden in the sunset.
I’ve known rivers:
Ancient, dusky rivers.
My soul has grown deep like the rivers.
Hughes connects the African diaspora in his poem. The repetition of the simile, “My soul has
grown deep like the rivers” punctuates the growth that the speaker experiences as a result of this
rich history, just as Ward’s river is enriched by the minerals its collects. With the water’s
journey comes a deepening of knowledge and understanding. The poet’s use of synecdoche in
the poem— “I” and “The Negro” in place of the African American community—helps us to
understand how a people have travelled from the birthplace of humanity, the Euphrates, to
various countries of the African continent to America and along the Mississippi River learning
and deepening their knowledge and understanding as they went. The poem emphasizes the
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African presence across time and place and alludes to the passing of the ancient culture to the
contemporary African American. Hughes tells us that the soul of a people has been enriched by
the flow of the river waters.
Ward builds upon the significance of the waterways connecting the African American
history and literary history to her contemporary narrative. The river creates a strong presence in
the novel and adds to the ominous tone of the text. Water is a living being with a memory, an
idea that helps to create the ominous tone in Where the Line Bleeds. Ward’s spaces are haunted
by the stories of the enslaved. In her book Water and African American Memory, scholar Anissa
Janine Wardi writes of how the waterways become harbingers of ghosts and memories:
From a scientific standpoint, there is a molecular interconnectedness
between humans and the sea; read through an African American historical
prism, humans, who lost their lives in the current, have by their very
materiality, changed the composition of the waters. Altering the bones
that have lain on the ocean floor for centuries, the Atlantic is part of the
ancestral past and thus inherent in the collective memory. (Wardi 7)
Here, Wardi explains how water may haunt, but at the same time may offer “a clearer vision”
(10). Ward exploits this dual nature of water through her discussion of the twins who are
haunted by a personal and collective past on the water but who also survive because of the
nurturing aspects of the water. Throughout the novel, the brothers will call for the comforting
and healing properties of water.
Alongside the importance of the waterways rests the power of the land. One explanation
for Ward’s close attention to the physical earth of the Dirty South appears in her memoir. In
Men We Reaped, the author describes a natural underground cellar which holds symbolic
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importance for her—“a physical representation of all the hatred and loathing and sorrow I carried
inside, the dark embodiment of all the times…when I had been terrorized or sexually threatened”
(161). She continues, “Its specter would follow me my entire life” (161). This idea of being
haunted by spaces is an important aspect of Where the Line Bleeds: that the remnants of personal
and collective ancestral history haunt these characters as well as the author who writes to light
the hidden stories of the land, both sustaining and inhospitable, and bring them to our collective
consciousness in order to confront, reflect on, and learn from our collective past. In a 2021
interview with Kiese Laymon, in which the authors discussed their connection to the Dirty South
and its place in their work, Ward shared her motivation: “I want to tell stories that transport
people….It may not always feel comfortable…I think there’s worth in that” (Laymon and Ward).
The inward gaze and the sharing of memory are crucial elements in uncovering the “dirtiness” of
hidden and untold stories.
Just as there are “two manner of people” (epigraph) represented by the twins, the reader
experiences the pull of both the external and internal worlds of the characters. The twins have
been raised by their grandmother in the absence of a drug-addicted father and whose mother who
has left home years earlier to find work in Atlanta. Struggling to make their own way, the twins
grow and change from the opening at the river to the closing.
Private readings of the landscape also shed light on the interior worlds of the characters.
Just as Joshua reads the aggressive seagulls as simply trying to survive, he reframes the
brokenness of the landscape as comforting as it reflects the realities of life. Upon graduating, the
boys are expected to find jobs and contribute to maintaining the household. The opportunities
for work are scarce, and soon the twins must follow different paths to employment with Joshua
working the shipyard doing manual labor and Christophe selling drugs. Insecurity, jealousy,
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family drama, as well as societal challenges shape the twins’ experiences. However, they
actively contemplate their lives and weigh what options they do have carefully.
Carrying the frustrations and disappointments of the job search along with the growing
conflict between brothers, the twins take to the basketball court and talk out their problems with
“wordless speech” (114). For days, tensions between the brothers have grown after Joshua
realizes that Christophe plans to sell drugs to make money. On the court, the twins team up
against their friends and work through their own conflict at the same time:
For the next thirty minutes, the twins talked to each other for the first time
in days, even if they only opened their mouths to grunt, to bear their teeth,
and to emit forceful breaths like expletives when they suddenly stopped to
shoot, to spin, to score. Joshua played with a small, tremulous smile on
his face. He set picks for Christophe. Christophe fired nasty, quick passes
to him under the basket. This was their conversation. (114)
The brothers breathe, lob, step, shake, and score, communicating in a silent language. Their
bodies expressing what they have been hesitant to say before now. Once the game is done, they
are ready to talk out loud about the return of their father and Christophe selling drugs, the source
of tension between them. The neutral space of the basketball court becomes a stage for the
acting out of emotions. When they return home from the court, Cille calls, reminding the reader
of the third issue hanging over the twins’ heads. The reader recognizes the wordless exchange as
the brothers’ way of entering their interior world and finding their way to possible solutions.
Ward writes of her characters’ humanity. She gives them a presence, whether on the land
or in the water. At times, Ward does so metaphorically, making Joshua and Christophe part of
the foundational dust of the land or transforming their bodies into creatures of the sea—living,
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growing creatures. They are part of the earth of Bois Sauvage. The brothers demonstrate how
they use intuition and perception to understand their lives and work to survive on the land to
which they are attached. This emotional intelligence is gained from the interior world that they
inhabit.
In Demonic Grounds, Katherine McKittrick marries Black studies and geography,
explaining that the combination creates “the terrain of political struggle itself” (6). The
connections between Black studies and geography point to ways in which space is produced,
engage us with the narrative tradition, and help us to imagine Black futures. Imagination
reframes our understand. Recognizing sites of memory represents the first step in the uncovering
of existing but buried spaces. The novel brings the interior world of its characters into the realm
of Black geography. For example, the twins reflect back on their basketball trips to St. Catherine
and the red clay sticking to their bodies turning them pink as they returned home. Ward writes
of the brothers wearing the dust of the red clay in which “both black and white” (7) were
embedded. This marks the brothers materially and naturally, a technique that Ward will use
again with the brothers and their father in novel. “[B]oth Black and white” (7) being embedded
in the land is a significant detail as it speaks to the physical origin, the dust and dirt, and to those
who are born of the same material. Echoes of the biblical story of Rebekah and her twins can be
heard here: two manner of people being born from the same womb but experiencing different
lives.
On the basketball court, the twins’ bodies are used as tools of communication while in the
kitchen scene with Ma’mee and elsewhere, we find metaphors linking to the brothers to creatures
of the sea. In fact, the fish is the essential metaphor in the final scene of the novel. Christophe
watches long, striped fish sucking up the dirt from the bottom of the riverbed:
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He could imagine them sliding along other slimy, striped fish and laying
eggs that looked like black marbles….He could imagine them running
their large tongues over the insides of their mouths and feeling the scars
where the hooks had bit them, remembering their sojourn into the waterthin air, and mouthing to their children the smell of the metal in the water,
the danger of it. They would survive, battered and cunning. (238-239)
This scene foreshadows the brothers’ survival among other mullets, bottom feeders who conjure
Ward’s dirty imagery. After the twins’ cousin Dunny throws a few small fish back into the water
at the river, pulling the hooks from its mouth, Christophe asks Joshua if he thinks the fish will
survive. Earlier in the novel, both brothers suffer cuts: Joshua slices his hand at work, and
Christophe cuts his tongue with a razor testing drugs. Their wounds are likened to gills or a tear
from a fishhook. Christophe’s question harbors greater meaning for the twins, who now speak
out loud.
Scholar Tiffany Lethabo King argues for Black fungibility as “a spatial analytic” (1022)
in her essay “The Labor of (Re)reading Plantation Landscapes Fungible(ly).” King, like Griffin,
urges a break from reading Black fungibility in terms of labor. King sees Black fungibility as
“an always-unfolding space” which can be “transformed into new geographies of Black
freedom” (1037). King writes:
Black fungibility is the treatment of the Black enslaved body as an open sign that
can be arranged and rearranged for infinite kinds of use. Per Spillers’ and
Hartman’s accounts of slippages occurring during the transit of exchanges, the
Black fungible body and its sign can be made liquid, dust, and more. Relevant to
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a study of geography, Black fungibility can even become a symbol for space.
(1025)
King returns us to the Southern landscape during slavery to define the relationship between the
Black body and labor and to help us look beyond this correlation. She looks to Hortense Spillers
and Sayida Hartman in employing a more “open-ended” (1024) reading, recognizing the Black
fungibility is an ever-changing space which amounts to unlimited forms of freedom.
Ward also reimagines bodily fungibility. She offers endless possibilities for freedom in
her use of metaphor, paradoxical space, and tight space. Bodies become “liquid, dust, and more”
in Ward’s text. While “confederate emblems” (126) symbolize Black fungibility that benefits
the oppressor, connecting fungibility to the production of space through the morphing of bodies
into tools of communication, rather than tools of production or extraction, which advances and
benefits the lives of these characters, the formerly oppressed. Similarly, the metaphorical
reading of the twins’ bodies as fish and shrimp, living beings of the sea, broaden their physical
space to include the waterways.

Storytelling and The Ancestors
Storytelling—through oral stories, music, or the written word—is an important element
of placemaking for African Americans. Toni Morrison once said that “fiction as an ancestor
serves as a space for enlightenment, sustenance, and renewal” (Griffin 6). In her 1984 essay
“Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation,” Morrison writes of characteristics of or elements in
African-American fiction including the presence of the ancestor, people who she explains are
“not just parents, they are sort of timeless people whose relationships to the characters are
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benevolent, instructive, and protective, and they provide a certain kind of wisdom” (343).
Morrison considers how Black writers over time have handled the ancestor figure. She writes:

(W)hether the novel took place in the city or in the country, the presence
or absence of that figure determined the success or the happiness of the
character….Whether the character was in Harlem or Arkansas, the point
was there, this timelessness was there, this person who represented the
ancestor. And it seemed to be one of those interesting aspects of the
continuum in Black or African-American art… the deliberate efforts, on
the part of the artist, to get a visceral, emotional response as well as an
intellectual response as he or she communicates with the audience. (343)
Morrison emphasizes the fact that no matter where a character lives, whatever geographic
location whether it be urban or rural, the ancestor figure is a constant. Keeping in touch with the
ancestors keeps contemporary characters grounded. The ancestor is the community’s North
Star. The ancestor is also an essential figure in the construction of the South in “Who Set You
Flowin’?”:The African American Migration Narrative. Farah Jasmine Griffin expands on
Morrison’s explanation of the ancestor writing, “the ancestor might be a literal ancestor; he or
she also has earthly representatives, whom we might call elders….Ancestors are a specific
presence in the text. They are found in both its content and its form” (5-6). Griffin notes that
some narratives represent the South as the site of terror and exploitation as well as the site of the
ancestor. In Where the Line Bleeds, Ma’mee serves as the elder figure, the “earthly
representative” (5) who accesses the ancestor and gives advice. Ma’mee’s experience and
wisdom set in motion Cille’s own motivations as well as shape the actions of Joshua and
Christophe in the story. The elder-ancestor connection is a metaphorical avenue for passing on
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ancestral knowledge down through the generations and yet another example of the
“ungeographical.”
What both Morrison and Griffin bring to this discussion of Black geography is the history
of the Black experience in shaping space and the Ancestor as a figure both emblematic of and
stuck in the South. Griffin details how the Great Migration shaped the narrative of the Black
subject and labeled the South the site of the ancestor. She demonstrates a spatial paradigm
which foregrounds Black women’s struggle against domination in the creation of space during
and after transatlantic slavery. But what happens when we stop focusing on Blacks leaving the
South but rather remaining and anchoring themselves to the South? Fiction is a vehicle for
understanding what may have been passed down through oral storytelling or songs at one time.
Katherine McKittrick emphasizes the connection between metaphor and the material.
Drawing on the history of the South and its ties to slavery, McKittrick uses the example of the
Underground Railroad to demonstrate how the “interconnections between the metaphorical and
the material (for example real and symbolic underground[s]) bring into focus the terrain of
struggle inside and outside social theory” (18). She refers to the Underground Railroad as an
“emancipatory lifeline if untold/unwritten but a site of violence/death if told/written” (18). An
important element in storytelling, metaphor expands the bounds of our understanding. During
The Great Migration, the North remained a site of hope and opportunity. Movement to the North
can be considered a metaphorical yet material vehicle which changed the focus of the landscape
of both the North and the South as both those who moved towards a new life and those who were
left behind developed a new relationship to the land.
Ward positions Ma’mee as the novel’s elder, a bridge between the present moment and
the past and to the ancestors. Known as Lillian in her younger days, in the present Ma’mee
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reflects on her life with husband Lucien, often recalling her family’s journey to Bois Sauvage
and dreaming in Creole French, a language no one around her speaks anymore. Her people
settled in Bois Sauvage because the land was cheap: “They developed their own small, selfcontained communities: they intermarried with others like themselves, raised small, uneven
houses from red mud” (6). Families were still dependent on work from their rich white
neighbors. After they married, Ma’mee and Lucien built a house on land parceled out to them by
Lucien’s family. This is where Ma’mee remains years after her husband’s death. In chapter four
of the novel, Ward turns our focus to the interior life of Ma’mee, who has partially lost her sight
due to a late diagnosis of and untreated diabetes. Her blindness heightens her ability to feel what
the brothers feel. She senses their needs. Ward writes:
He was picking at one particular shrimp. The shell must have stuck to the
flesh. She knew he was trying not to yank away the meat with the
shell. He was trying to be careful, to conserve food. She had expected
him to say something, to reply to her in some way, but he didn’t. He pried
at the sharp tail fin with his fingernails. Ma-mee could feel her hands
moving, could feel the naked shrimp falling away from her fingers into her
own neat pile that was twice the size of Christophe’s, but it seemed as if it
were happening without her, as if the wet, lukewarm bodies were sliding
through another woman’s fingers. She realized she was squinting as if she
could see him. He was stubborn. It wasn’t something an outsider would
expect from Christophe, the quick, hotheaded, trigger-tempered one—but
they never conformed, those two. They harbored their secrets and held
onto them: Christophe with his own occasional slow, smoldering anger,
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and Joshua with his own occasional quick, glancing, irrational
recklessness. Yes, they conformed to character, but these two traded skin
like any set of twins. (69)
Ma’mee’s perceptions offer insights into the character of Christophe, the twins’ intuition, and
Ma’mee’s own abilities and intuition. Moments prior to this interaction, Ma’mee hears “a body
rising” (65) and waits for Christophe to tiptoe into the kitchen, as he hopes to avoid an
interaction. The kitchen is Ma’mee’s terrain, where in spite of her blindness, she sees all. Her
discussion with Christophe is meant to realign his assumption about his fate. When Ma’mee tells
Christophe that his Uncle Paul has brought nearly ten pounds of shrimp that she needs help
peeling, Christophe replies, “Oh, yeah” (66); Ma’mee recognizes that he is speaking in way that
he has not done since he was a small boy. With a brief exchange, Ma’mee guilts Christophe into
staying and helps him begin to think through his feelings.
Ma’mee helps Christophe to see that this is the time to stop allowing his fear to stifle him.
She knows she can get through to her grandson if she can capture his attention momentarily
because “Christophe was the type of child to run from something for only so long” (67). After
bantering with one another, they share a laugh and then turn to the issue at hand. Christophe
refers to himself as lazy to which Ma’mee replies, “You ain’t lazy, Christophe. You work good
as anybody. You take after Lucien with the yard work. You better than Paul at landscaping”
(69). Without comparing him to his twin brother but rather to his grandfather and uncle, men
who made decisions and provided for their families, Ma’mee addresses the economic issue
weighing on Christophe’s mind. His reaction, as we read in the passage above, is to fixate on the
task at hand as he allows his mind to ruminate over the real problem weighing him down, his
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decision to sell drugs, just like the “rock” God hands to the Black man in Pastor Troy’s “Vice
Versa.”
The methodical pulling of the shrimp’s flesh from the protective shell, mirrors the
transformation happening in Christophe’s own life and to his own body. He is pulling away the
protection of his brother and Ma’mee and, sensing this, his grandmother works to lure him back.
He wonders if shrimp “struggled against the thick fingers of the current created by the
encroaching net in hope of escaping, of moving forward” (71). Christophe is determined,
however, to work out his problem on his own and to become the man that he wants to be. As the
reader learns later, Joshua and Christophe aid each other on their path to adulthood.
Christophe keeps his thoughts to himself while sitting with his grandmother just as he
does after his conversation with his friend Javon, who has offered him a job selling
drugs. Walking home in the dark after receiving that offer causes Christophe to feel a panic that
he has not felt since he was a child: “Vaguely, a part of him associated the advent of this feeling
with his own conscious comprehension of the power of the dark, of what it could hold and hide:
possums, armadillos, snakes, spiders, dogs, and men” (60). After collecting himself,
remembering himself and his purpose, he “set out into the darkness, dove into it like it was
water” (60). Christophe is able to transform the darkness into a soothing presence like the quiet
underneath the water in the opening scene of the novel. This is an example of a safe space.
Later, after seeing his father Sandman, he will again think about being in the water. (140) His
ability to move through his fear by transforming his surroundings into a comfortable, safe space
signals his maturation and proves vital to his survival.
In the final scene of the novel, the water is depicted as a place of certain death, marked by
the carcasses turned to black silt on the sea floor. It is also a space for new life and continuing
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life. The “drowned bodies are objective correlatives of submerged histories which continue to
haunt the natural world” (Wardi 7), but Christophe imagines the fish “dying old and fat” (239)
suggesting that, however they do it, the brothers survive.

Horizontal Placemaking
In order to create their own space, Joshua and Christophe must observe their parents’
struggles with “tight space,” what Herman Beavers calls “a character’s spiritual and emotional
estrangement from community and the way it inhibits their ability to sustain a meaningful
relationship to place” (Beavers 6). With this knowledge, the brothers engage in horizontal
placemaking, a gesture which situates one’s own history alongside that of another, “a
collaborative gesture that hinges on the characters’ realization that interdependence is a key
element” (7). Horizontal placemaking cannot happen without considering others’ experiences.
Horizontal placemaking then creates “a grammar of equivalence” (5) where, geographically
speaking, one often encounters the grammar of extractions and dominance. Cille and Sandman
are detached and, therefore, unable to connect to Bois Sauvage or their children. Both fall away.
However, the twins have the ability to reflect on their situation, to communicate with one
another, and to make decisions that benefit their lives.
The tension between the internal and external worlds of the twins and the challenges of
finding work in the face of these conflicts are married in the text. After realizing that his mother
will no longer be sending money to support the twins, Joshua feels a greater sense of urgency in
finding a job. In the parking lot of the dockyard where they plan to apply for work, Joshua calms
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his nerves and quiets his thoughts in the twins’ car, a gift from their mother for their graduation.
Like Christophe, Joshua is able to soothe his fears while sitting in this safe space. Ward writes:
He was glad he didn’t smoke that often: while he felt buoyed by water,
streams of feeling licking his limbs, for Christophe, who had smoked
longer and more than he had, smoking a blunt was almost like smoking a
cigarette….He didn’t want to think about Cille like that, think that she
could just pass them off like a job she’d completed….Joshua settled back
and closed his eyes. He felt as if he were floating, and by concentrating
on the sensation, he was able to let Cille slip from his mind. (39)
The combination of his smoking and sitting in the safety of the car help to soothe Joshua’s fears
and anxiety. He describes the sensation of being held up by water and water is referred to as
“streams of feeling” (39), a telling detail. There is a certain freedom which this space allows.
Joshua wants to find a job to end his financial dependence on his mother. From the start, we
recognize Joshua’s desire to provide for himself, but quickly understand the stress at the other
end of his desire.
As Joshua and Christophe approach the desk at the office giving applications for dock
work, a woman asks: “‘May I help you.’ It was not a question; it was a statement. Her mouth
cracked and Joshua thought he saw a flash of teeth. It almost seemed dirty” (40). The woman is
dismissive, disengaged at best. Perhaps she is bored with her routine of handing out applications
and staring at her computer screen. What is clear is that the twins barely register on her radar.
Once they have filled out the applications, Joshua and Christophe return to the car, and Joshua
observes the water, the boats, the men shrimping. Ward describes the twins driving away: “the
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car sailed across the barren, black sea of the parking lot” (41). As often happens in the novel,
many of the twins’ movements and moments in safe spaces are associated with water.
Siobhan McEvoy-Levy argues that place “is more than physical space, a place is space
plus meaning” (qtd. in Beavers 4). The geography of Ward’s novel is more than the traditional
geography. The underwater refuge, the basketball court, the car, the darkness of nature, and,
most importantly, a character’s interior world all aid the reader in seeing beyond the markers of
the old South and recognizing the sights, sites, and sounds of the Dirty South.

Conclusion
By mapping the “ungeographic” in her novel Where the Line Bleeds, Jesmyn Ward opens
often overlooked spaces of the Dirty South to her reader. Looking through the eyes of fraternal
twin brothers Joshua and Christophe, Ward guides her reader in observing the ways in which
these characters interact with the landscapes of the novel and how their observations support or
challenge our own readings of this variation on the old South. By recognizing the ways in which
the places and people of Bois Sauvage have been influenced by the political and the sociological,
by the past and the present, by familial and cultural history, one begins to see the
interconnectedness of people and spaces. Viewing what is familiar through a new lens is what
the twins do in their psychic world and what Ward is asking her reader to do in the real world.
The novel presents the duality of the land, confinement and protection, and the duality of
the water, haunting and nurturing. The brothers themselves are mirrored images. However, the
story demonstrates how to see past the extremes—good and evil, black and white, functional and
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dysfunctional; Ward presents a map of the “ungeographic” and the psychic to offer a way for her
reader to consider the grey areas, the blending or bleeding of the line.
In order to work towards finishing the “project of emancipation” (Sharpe 5), one must
recognize the ways in which freedom has not been attained and imagine new ways of achieving
freedom. What Ward’s twins offer us is a chance to consider oppositions as one and realize that
until both good and bad are accepted as simply two parts of the whole, one cannot move beyond
the boundaries of the past. They show us that one can work to avoid a predetermined fate.
Katherine McKittrick offers a reading of the South that has been passed down for
generations. Ward reminds her readers of this place and shows us how to accept what has been
and move on to what can become. Kathryn Yusoff takes the discussion even farther back to
show how progress has been historically framed in terms of conquest and extraction. What
Hortense Spillers and Tiffany Lethabo King offer is a way to shed the “ ‘always-already’ death
bound inflections” (King 1024) of Black fungibility and to see new possibilities for expansion
and growth without the familiar darkness of history. Herman Beavers says that we must work as
a collective, as a people who learn and grow from our own experiences as well as those of our
people.
Ward, too, offers a way to the light. Foregrounding Black geography and building on the
literary and cultural connections that both Hughes and Morrison write about, Ward makes the
imaginary possible. By using the geography of Bois Sauvage—the water and safe spaces along
the physical and psychic landscape—she respatializes an old Southern town, reframing our view
of place to see the unseen in the Dirty South.
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